FLATTEN THE CURVE
Introduction:

The defining symbol of the Covid-19 outbreak is, as everyone can’t help but have noticed, the rainbow. But whilst the public is given one explanation as to why this is there is, in fact, another much less benign reason for the rainbow imagery, one much darker than most people realise.

For anyone reading this who has partaken in the drawing of rainbow pictures or who have children that have taken joy in reaching for the paints and crayons in order to engage in this seemingly innocent meme, I would dare to say that your reaction to what I will present in this post will likely be one of denial and perhaps even anger towards this writer upon reading what
I have to say. For those who are able to grasp what I am trying to point out, I hope the realisation of what has been occurring right before your very eyes doesn’t cause too much psychological distress, but it does have to be pointed out. We are rapidly running out of time to wake up to the reality of what is happening in our world and to deal with the evildoers who hold humanity in a trance-like state via sophisticated propaganda and brainwashing methods.

When most people think of evil they imagine serial killers and other vicious criminals; people who may have always seemed a little unusual before finally going on the rampage and causing devastation within society. When it comes to the issue of evil, what very rarely enters the minds of most people is that those who seem perfectly normal and well-adjusted, and who occupy positions of trust and prestige, might be the most evil creatures of all. But even more than that, people have an even harder time grasping the notion of ‘organised evil’. Whilst it is not something I particularly relish doing, I have the unfortunate job of having to break it to you that there is, in fact, such a thing as organised evil and that it’s architecture of control - which is actually quite openly flaunted in our faces when we know what we are looking at - is the dominant force in this world. In this post I am going to attempt to break it down as simply as I can.

The topic of the rainbow is something that I have already covered on this blog in my first post on the coronavirus outbreak titled Covid-19 Plan-demic: Forwarding An Elite Agenda. But as that post was extremely lengthy and covers many different things I feel the ubiquitous use of rainbow imagery at this current time means that this subject really warrants a post all of its own.

But before moving on lets take a look at the standard official narrative surrounding the rainbow drawings and what they “apparently” symbolise. This is summed up by the UK’s Sun tabloid which states:

**Why are people putting rainbow pictures in their windows?**

*In a nutshell, rainbow pictures have been placed in windows to cheer up passers by.*

*These pictures are meant to offer a message of hope to the public during the*
They have primarily been drawn by children urging people to keep positive, with rainbows showing that the sun follows heavy rainfall.

The article explains:

*The rainbow pictures started in Italy, with the slogan "andra tutto benne" ("everything will be alright") spreading quickly across the country.*

*It has since been adopted in the United States, Canada, Spain, and now the UK with people looking to inspire with their beautiful coloured pictures.*

So that is what we have been led to believe. It will be impossible to properly get across why this explanation is untrue and why the real meaning behind the rainbow is incredibly sinister without at least giving some sort of overview of the powerful forces that have dominated this world from behind the scenes our whole lives. This is where I’m sure I will lose some of you, and that’s your choice, but those who stick with me will hopefully develop a much broader understanding of our world and of what ultimately lies behind this Covid-19 pandemic.

**The Controlling Force:**

In his article, *The War On Christianity part II*, researcher James Perloff gives a good summary of who the true rulers of our world are. Although writing from the Christian perspective (and therefore not exactly the perspective that I am coming from) he gives a good summary of the system of control that we are dealing with. He writes:

*The United States, and much of the world itself, is run by an incalculably wealthy oligarchy known as, among other names, the Illuminati. The trappings of “democracy” are an illusion; the oligarchy operates behind the scenes, choosing presidents and prime ministers long before the public goes to the polls. It owns and controls the central banks, most of the “Fortune 500” corporations, and the mainstream media (CNN, Fox, BBC, etc.), the latter being crucial to keeping the agenda, and the oligarchy itself, concealed from public awareness. It coordinates its global policies through international organizations such as the Bilderbergers, Trilateral Commission,*
and an upper, exclusive level of Freemasonry. The cabal’s highest identifiable
human center is the Rothschild banking dynasty. But the oligarchy is not only
about materialistic matters such as money and power; like the universe
itself, it possesses a spiritual dimension: its outlook is satanic, which largely
accounts for Western culture’s rapid moral descent.

I cannot document and prove these claims in one paragraph, but I can in a
book, which is why I wrote Truth Is a Lonely Warrior. The ultimate goal of the
Illuminati is a world government. Regional blocs like the European Union and
NAFTA (intended to become a North American Union) are stepping stones
toward this end. The world government will be ruled by a dark figure whom
the Bible calls the “beast” or “Antichrist.” The book of Revelation says he will
have “authority over every tribe, people, language and nation.” The capital
of this evil world government will be Jerusalem, a city revered by Christians,
Muslims and Jews alike, to be centered in Greater Israel.

Many will be familiar with the term Illuminati. This was a secret society
established on May 1st 1776 by Adam Weishaupt, a Jesuit trained professor
of canon law at Ingolstadt University in Baravia. It’s stated goals were the
overthrow of the traditional systems of church and monarchical rule and, as
Perloff mentions, the establishment of a world government. In the article,
The Order of the Illuminati: Its Origins, Its Methods and Its Influence on the
World Events, the researcher who goes by the name Vigilant Citizen
explains:

Although several groups called themselves “Illuminati” in the past, the most
influential and memorable of them was the Bavarian Illuminati. Founded on
May 1, 1776, the organization created by Adam Weishaupt blurred the line
between “spiritual” and “political” Secret Societies. By mixing the occult
sciences of Freemasonry and Rosicrucianism while conspiring to achieve
precise political goals, the Illuminati became an actor on the world stage.
While most Secret Societies of the time catered to rich people and their
fascination with occultism, the Bavarian Illuminati actively sought to
profoundly change the world.

While mainstream media and academia would have us believe that The
Illuminati is long-gone, this is not the whole truth. While the organisation
was outlawed by Bavarian authorities and perhaps no longer exists under the name “Illuminati,” agents of the organization successfully took over Freemasonry during the freemasonic Congress of Willhelmsbad in 1782, injecting the Illuminati doctrine into the order. In his book, *The Illuminati: The Secret Society That Hijacked The World*, Jim Marrs writes:

*In just eleven short years of existence, the Illuminati not only infiltrated nearly all courts of the Holy Roman Empire but also managed to penetrate the Freemasons, one of the oldest and most secretive societies in the world.*

*Weishaupt decided the Illuminati would infiltrate Freemasonry because as a secret society its members were bound by oath not to divulge anything they might hear or learn. It was a perfect cover for Illuminati subversion. Weishaupt blended his brand of Illuminism with Freemasonry after joining the Masonic Orders's Lodge Theodore of Good Counsel in 1777.* [p145]

The Illuminati’s main representative at the Congress was one of Weishaupt’s top lieutenants, Baron Adolph von Knigge. Marrs writes:

*Knigge and other Illuminati were especially effective at the congress, recruiting many French and other delegates, including important government officials, magistrates, scientists, clergy, academics, and even ministers of state. During this time, the headquarters of Illuminized Freemasonry moved to Frankfurt, Germany, that center of finance controlled by the Rothschilds, and at last Jews were permitted to join the Freemasons within a group known as the "Small and Constant Sanhedrin of Europe." Not everyone was pleased with this secretive infusion of Illuminism within Freemasonry. One concerned French delegate, the Comte de Virieu, returned home and warned, "The conspiracy happening is so contrived, that it will be virtually impossible for the Monarchy and Church to escape it." Weishaupt, following the congress, wrote that the Illuminati plan for world revolution was now covered by the guise of Freemasonry and that those within the lodges not privy to the plan would know nothing about it.* [p153]

**The Cabala:**

The *Cabala* (also referred to as Kabbalah) is generally viewed as a form of ancient “Jewish” mysticism. But as many researchers into the topic realise it
is, in fact, Luciferian and Satanic in nature. Much like the Illuminati masks itself behind Freemasonry, so an ancient Luciferian Solar Cult cloaked itself in Judaism. This cult’s agenda is to fulfil Judaic prophesies which state that Jews will one day rule the world as God’s “chosen people.” Judaism and Jews have served as a smokescreen for this cult, just as Freemasonry and Freemasons serve as a smokescreen for the Illuminati. Researcher into secret societies and occult history, David Livingstone, writing in his book, *Terrorism And The Illuminati*, explains that this global conspiracy to rule the world:

...is affiliated with a lore of occult knowledge that dates back to at least the sixth century BC. This lore begins with a heresy, known as Kabbalah, which disguises itself as Jewish but is a pact to seek world domination, and the eradication of religion in favour of the worship of Lucifer.

The goal devised by these Kabbalists has since been the installation of their “messiah” as world leader, who, according to their interpretation of the Bible, is to be of the line of King David. Since that time, to preserve this purported lineage, until the advent of their expected leader, these Luciferians have been carefully intermarrying amongst each other, and have included among them many of the leading figures of history. [PDF p22]

Livingstone goes on to explain that:

*The Kabbalah was devised in the sixth century BC, as an aberration of Judaism, which combined Babylonian magic and astrology. It was from this point onward that the Bible was compiled, and evidently underwent some corruption in order to incorporate the new teachings.* [PDF p23]

While Livingstone views Cabalism as a corruption of Judaism it is my suspicion that the Cabalist Cult is the originator of Judaism which they have used from the very beginning as a cloak to cover their exclusive and secret hidden religion, meaning that the prophesies and notions of “chosen-ness” within Judaism are actually their own belief system in disguise. To the initiates of this cult it is they who are the true “chosen people.” I would suggest that this group, which is ultimately an ancient Solar cult, was already steeped in forms of ancient Egyptian mysticism and that this was further advanced with the addition of Babylonian mysticism, leading to the
formulation of the Cabala.

It should be noted that Adam Weishaupt, founder of the Illuminati was himself a Cabalist. Even mainstream sources such as National Geographic acknowledge this stating that Weishaupt:

...became absorbed in books dealing with such esoteric themes as the Mysteries of the Seven Sages of Memphis and the Kabbala, and decided to found a new secret society of his own.

Weishaupt was also of Jewish lineage and the son of a Kabbalist Rabbi. In his book, 1666: Redemption Through Sin, Robert Sepehr writes:

May 1, 1776 was the formal date that Adam Weishaupt officially founded the Orden der Perfektibilisten (The Order of Perfectibilists), also known as the Illuminati of Bavaria. Weishaupt was the son of a Jewish Kabbalist Rabbi in Bavaria, but educated by the Jesuits who converted him to Catholicism after his father died when he was five. He eventually became a priest, but defected and formed an alliance with Lord Meyer Rothschild who financed the Illuminati agenda. [EPUB p23]

Enter the Sabbatean-Frankists:

Two particularly important messianic movements would emerge from Cabalistic Judaism. The first: the Sabbateans, founded by Rabbi Sabbatei Zevi in the mid-17th Century. And the second: The Frankists, founded by Jacob Frank in the 18th Century. Both men claimed to be the Messiah and Frank believed himself to be the reincarnation of Zevi. Frank would go on to become a key figure in the Illuminati agenda. In 1666: Redemption Through Sin, Robert Sepehr summarises the situation:

Most people have heard of Jesus Christ, considered by Christian followers to be the Messiah who lived over 2000 years ago. But very few people have ever heard of Sabbatai Zevi, who declared himself to be the Messiah in 1666. He amassed a following of over one million believers, half the world’s Jewish population during the 17th century, by proclaiming that redemption was available through acts of sin.

Considered a heretic by many of his contemporary Rabbis, nonetheless, his
fame extended far and wide. Sabbatai’s adherents planned to abolish many of the ritualistic observances, because, according to the Talmud, in the Messianic time there would no longer be holy obligations. Fasting days became days of feasting and rejoicing. Sexual promiscuity, adultery, incest and religious orgies were encouraged and practiced by Sabbateans.

After Sabbati Zevi’s death in 1676, his philosophy would be continued, and expanded on, by his Kabbalist successor Jacob Frank. Frankism, a religious movement of the 18th and 19th centuries, centered on the leadership of the Messiah claimant Jacob Frank. He, like Zevi, would perform strange acts that violated traditional religious taboos, such as eating fats that were forbidden by Jewish dietary laws, ritual sacrifice, promoting orgies and sexual immorality.

Jacob Frank would eventually enter into an alliance formed by Adam Weishaupt and Meyer Amshel Rothschild called the Order of the Illuminati. The objectives of this organization was to undermine the world’s religions and power structures, in an effort to usher in a utopian era of global communism covertly ruled by their hidden hand: the New World Order. Using secret societies, such as the Freemasons, their agenda has played itself out over the centuries, staying true to the script. Opposition is handled by a near total control of the world’s media, academic opinion leaders, politicians and finance. While still considered a conspiracy theory to many, more people are waking up each day to the reality that this is not just a theory, but a true conspiracy.

**Note:** It ought to be pointed out that while Sepehr refers to “global communism” what the Cabalists are currently seeking to achieve in our modern era is global *Technocracy* (see [here](#) and [here](#)).
Sabbatai Zevi would eventually be forced to convert to Islam on pain of death by the Sultan of the Ottoman Empire, Mehmed IV, and many of his disciples followed suit. These followers became known as The Dönmeh, outwardly Muslim but secretly still Sabbateans. Jacob Frank would go on to advocate this behaviour for his own followers as a method of operating within Christian society. Thomas Muller in his article, *The Influence Of Sabbatean Frankism on the world* writes:

*The Frankist “believer” had an inverted, deceptive belief system. One must not appear to be as they really are. The last belief justified its followers’ pursuit of the double lives they led. One could appear to be a religious Jew on the outside and, in reality, be a Frankist. The Dönmeh officially converted to Islam but remained (hidden) crypto-Jews. Similarly so, the many Frankists who officially converted to Catholicism.*

Robert Sepehr quotes from Rabbi Marvin Antelman, an author of two volumes on the Illuminati. Antelman explains how Jacob Frank fits into the Illuminati picture. Sepehr writes:

*In his classic book, To Eliminate the Opiate (Vol. 2), Rabbi Marvin S.*
Antelman explains where Jacob Frank’s got his financing:

Frankfurt at the time was the headquarters of the Jesuit, Adam Weishaupt, founder of the Illuminati, as well as Rothschild Brothers’ financial empire. This is worth repeating: Frankfurt was the birthplace of both the Illuminati and the Rothschild empire. When Jacob Frank entered the city, the alliance between the two had already begun. Weishaupt provided the conspiratorial resources of the Jesuit Order, while the Rothschilds contributed the money. What was missing was a means to spread the agenda of the Illuminati and that the Frankists added with their network of agents throughout the Christian and Islamic worlds. Jacob Frank became instantly wealthy because he was given a nice handout by Mayer Amshel Rothschild of Frankfurt. [EPUB p22, quoting Antelman]

Sepehr goes on to write:

In 1777, the Illuminati began to co-operate with all the Masonic lodges (especially the Grand Orient) with the purpose of infiltrating them. Even the Duke of Brunswick, Grand Master of Germany, said in 1794 that the Illuminati controlled the Masonic lodges. In time, the Illuminati won control of every Masonic order in the world. When Weishaupt became a member of the Grand Orient, Mayer Amschel Rothschild (1743-1812), the founder of the Rothschild dynasty, provided the financial backing for the lodge, according to the British historian Nesta Webster. According to Rabbi Marvin Antelman, Rothschild convinced Weishaupt to accept the Frankist doctrine, and afterward financed the Illuminati. He aimed to fulfill the Frankist plot of subverting the world’s religions, and the Zionist objective of instituting a global government which would be ruled by a King from Jerusalem.

In Latin, Lucifer literally means ‘Light-bearer’. As its name implied, members of the Illuminati possessed the ‘Light of Lucifer’. They believed that people who possessed it were truly enlightened and capable of governing. Their avowed purpose and goal was the establishment of a “Novus Ordo Seclorum” - a New World Order, or One World Government, ruled by it’s capital in Jerusalem. [EPUB p24]
The Solar Cult:

The Luciferian Cabalist Cult is essentially astro-theological in nature. In other words, their belief system is largely based upon the heavens and the heavenly bodies. As David Livingstone mentioned above, the Cabala “combined Babylonian magic and astrology.” They are essentially what are referred to in the Christian world as Pagan. One of the most common forms of worship in the ancient world was sun worship. This does not necessarily mean that the sun was viewed as God but as something which is of God. This would be similar to the Christian notion of worshipping God through worshipping Jesus. As I cover in my Covid-19 Plan-demic post, there is good reason to believe that the God of these Cabalists is Saturn and that this is the basis for Satan (and therefore Satanism). There are even ancient mythologies which view Saturn in solar terms referring to it as the “primeval sun” and “best sun” (see here and here). Sabbatai Zevi’s Wikipedia page states:

*His name literally meant the planet Saturn, and in Jewish tradition "The reign of Sabbatai" (The highest planet) was often linked to the advent of the Messiah.*

**Note:** For more on the Saturn connection see Covid-19 plan-demic.
Lucifer, as Sepehr points out, means *Light-bearer* and there is a clear obsession with light and solar imagery within this cult. Below is a photo of the headquarters of Scottish-Rite Freemasonry in Washington DC. Note the large sun with rays on the front of the building behind the pillars.

![Figure 3: Scottish-Rite Freemasonry HQ, Washington DC](image)

We see more solar imagery inside. On the left we see a similar solar image to that above and on the right we see some artwork which contains rays of light shining down on to an image of the building itself. Note the twin pillars in the left image, this is common Freemasonic symbolism and refers to the two pillars which were said to stand at the entrance to Solomon’s Temple in Jerusalem (something which the elite intends to rebuild).
If you look closely you’ll see the words “ORDO AB CHAO” at the bottom of the right-hand image. This is Latin for “Order Out Of Chaos” and is the motto of the 33rd degree of Scottish-Rite Freemasonry.

Earlier Robert Sepehr made reference to the Duke of Brunswick, the Grand
Master of German Freemasonry who alleged in 1794 that the Illuminati controlled the masonic lodges. Not only did the Duke call for the disbandment of Freemasonry due to Illuminati influence but specifically referred to them as a “Sun Order.” He said:

“I have been convinced that we, as an order, have come under the power of some very evil occult order, profoundly versed in Science, both occult and otherwise, though not infallible, their methods being black magic, that is to say, electromagnetic power, hypnotism, and powerful suggestion. We are convinced that the order is being controlled by some Sun Order, after the nature of the Illuminati, if not by that order itself.”

This Illuminati/Cabalist cult controls most of the corporate world and has placed solar symbolism all around us in the form of corporate logos.
Figure 6: Solar symbolism in logos

Many newspapers use the name ‘Sun’.
Number 10 Downing Street also employs solar symbolism.

Another common symbol used by the elite is the all-seeing eye. The most notorious example being the pyramid and all-seeing eye on the US one dollar bill. As many researchers have noted, when the six-pointed ‘Star of David’ is drawn over the pyramid the points of the star highlight the letters M-A-S-O-N. The capstone featuring the eye also radiates light.
Pyramid and eye symbols are also a common feature in corporate logos.
Below is the logo for the US military’s Information Awareness Office (left) and the former logo for Britain’s domestic intelligence agency MI5 (right).
Below is the building chosen by the UK government to be London’s make-shift hospital during the coronavirus outbreak.

**The Zion Olympics:**

The movement known as Zionism was created by the elite to bring about the state of Israel as part of their agenda to rule the world from Jerusalem, and the word ‘Zion’ is another term for Jerusalem. Once we understand that the Cabalist Solar Cult places their symbols in plain sight we can begin to spot the fingerprints of their existence. An excellent example of this was the 2012 London Olympics. As many in the conspiracy research community pointed
out at the time, the official Olympic logo was a stylised version of the word ‘Zion.’

The floodlights on the newly built Olympic stadium resembled pyramids with shining capstones.
Some connected the floodlights to the masonic square and compass symbol.
Figure 15: Floodlights resemble masonic compass

The square and compass symbol is likely based on something called ‘The Sigil of Saturn’.
The Olympic opening ceremony involved a segment titled “Green and Pleasant,” a reference to a line in the William Blake poem called ‘Jerusalem’ (aka Zion).
There was much more symbolism encoded into both the opening and closing ceremonies and, unsurprisingly, we find solar symbolism.

At one point the stadium comes to resemble a giant eye.

Another highly significant element was the use of the phoenix in the closing
ceremony. This is a symbol that will be familiar to those who study conspiratorial and occult matters. The idea of the phoenix rising out of the ashes of its own fiery destruction is analogous to the concept of “order out of chaos”. Out of the destruction of the old comes the new. The appearance of the phoenix was followed by a performance of the song “Rule The World” by UK boyband Take That.

Figure 20: The phoenix

Also during the closing ceremony performers built a pyramid structure which seemed to become a focus of reverence.
But of course they really threw it in our faces with the Olympic mascots which had all-seeing eyes for heads.

And in this publicity shot we find the mascots posing in front of a rainbow.
For more on the symbolism of the Olympic ceremonies see [here](#) and [here](#). I highlight this in order to make the point that the solar cultists are obsessed with stamping major events with their symbols, all hidden in plain sight. This is a double-edged sword for them as, on the one hand, according to their occult belief system this has to be done to cast a subconscious psychological spell to enhance their power, but on the other hand, it makes it possible for the citizen to spot their fingerprints and become aware of their existence. Whilst most of us are taught how to read words in school we are never taught to spot or interpret symbols and imagery, therefore such things go completely unnoticed by the unwashed masses. The use of the rainbow as the defining symbol of the Covid-19 pandemic is just such a case of cabalistic branding which points us, if we know what we’re looking at, towards the perpetrators of the event.

**What The Rainbow Actually Means:**

So with the basic background information covered we can get to the meaning behind the rainbow. As mentioned in the quote above by David Livingstone, the cult that rules our world is messianic and intends to install their ‘Messiah’ as world ruler. This Messiah is also known as the Moshiach. According to the belief system of the Cabalist Cult the Moshiach will come to
power in specific circumstances and they believe they must take a pro-active approach to bring about these required conditions. In the 16th Century a Rabbi named Isaac Luria developed an interpretation of the Cabala which promoted this idea and was much favoured by Sabbaean-Frankists. David Livingstone Explains:

_Luria initiated a new interpretation of the role of the Kabbalah in preparation for the arrival of the messiah. In Luria’s system, all being is said to have been in exile, that is, separated from God, since the very beginning of creation, and the task of restoring everything to its proper order is the specific role of the Jewish people. The final redemption, however, cannot be achieved merely through the advent of the Messiah, but must be brought about historically, through a long chain of actions that prepare the way. Essentially, the important notion that was transmitted to the Kabbalists was this, that they must not merely await the fulfillment of prophecy with regards to the coming of the Messiah, and the restoration of the Jewish people in the Promised Land. Rather, they ought to work actively to prepare for his appearance. First, this meant manipulating the course of fate through the use of magic, and finally, of preparing the necessary political and moral circumstances to receive his coming, that is, a New World Order._ [PDF p130]

One of Judaism’s most powerful cabalist and messianic organisations is called Chabad Lubavich. A page on their website explains the following about the meaning of the rainbow:

_The Zohar (I:72b) states that the rainbow is one of the signs of the future redemption._

_Commentators note that the rainbow indicates the purification and refinement that the world underwent by means of the Flood. Before the Flood the clouds were very coarse, thus preventing a reflection of sunlight. Thereafter, however, the clouds became more refined; they reflected sunlight, thus bringing about a rainbow._

_This, then, is the connection between the rainbow and the future redemption: The entire world will attain the peak of refinement with the coming of Moshiach._
The Zohar mentioned in the above quote is a cabalistic text much favoured by the Frankists. So the rainbow is a cabalistic symbol relating to “future redemption” and the coming of Moshiach.

So what are the conditions required for the Moshiach to arrive? Chabad Lubavich has a page for that too and describes a world that has fallen into a state of moral and spiritual decay. The piece titled, *The Time Immediately Before The Mashiach*, describes it like this:

*Most of these conditions are quite disturbing, clearly displaying a situation of the very “bottom of the pit.” One major source describes the world-condition in those days as follows: increase in insolence and impudence; oppressing inflation; unbridled irresponsibility on the part of authorities; centers of learning will turn into bawdy houses; wars; many destitutes begging, with none to pity them; wisdom shall be putrid; the pious shall be despised; truth will be abandoned; the young will insult the old; family-breakup with mutual recriminations; impudent leadership.*

*Other sources add: lack of scholars; succession of troubles and evil decrees; famines; mutual denunciations; epidemics of terrible diseases; poverty and scarcity; cursing and blaspheming; international confrontations nations provoking and fighting each other. In short, it will be a time of suffering that will make it look as if G-d were asleep. These are the birthpangs of Mashiach, bearable only in anticipation of the bliss that follows them.*

So those are the conditions desired by the Cabalists and they intend to bring them about. Note the part about “epidemics of terrible diseases.” This is why the coronavirus pandemic is branded with the rainbow symbol.

Creating the conditions for the Moshiach is also the reason for the rampant liberalism we now see promoted everywhere in educational institutions, movies, television, pop-culture etc. The intent is to erode traditional moral values and family structures by promoting alternative lifestyles and a hyper-sexualised culture. A major part of this process is the promotion of LGBT lifestyles which, as we all know, uses as its main symbol... the rainbow. This is not by coincidence and is a confirmation of cabalist social engineering at work.
In a previous post on this blog titled, *Know More News: Birth Pangs Of The Jewish Messiah*, I highlighted a discussion between Adam Green of the YouTube channel *Know More News* and researcher Christopher Jon Bjerknes in which Bjerknes brings up the concept known as the *Birth Pangs of the Messiah*. During the discussion Bjerknes explains:

“It means that there will be a period before the rise and the coming of the Messiah in which there will be great turmoil…”

He goes on to explain:

“When a woman gives birth she goes through pain, so they believe that in order for the Messiah to be born the whole world has to go through pain and they predicted that children would turn against their parents, there would be wars worldwide, there would be famine, there would be disease, culture would fall apart, all societies would lose their morality and perversion would become prevalent. All the things that we see happening today are exactly what were predicted to be the birth pangs of the Moshiach.”

And in reference to the pro-active nature of the agenda he states:

“And we know that in many instances the same forces are behind promulgating and imposing those corruptions and those wars on us, so it seems that they’re following a plan and that they are deliberately doing this.

See the clip below:

https://youtu.be/D9JDfCMqneM

https://www.bitchute.com/video/D9JDfCMqneM/

So the objective of the Cabalists is to drag the world down so that their Moshiach can bring about redemption. It should be noted of course that their idea of redemption is entirely selfish and based on their supremacist belief that they are destined to be the highest caste of humanity. This, they believe, is the rightful order of things and represents the “peak of refinement” under the Moshiach. It is certainly not about doing what is best for humanity, only what’s best for themselves. This supremacist mind-set was exemplified by one of Israel’s top Rabbi’s, Ovaida Yosef, who’s funeral was the largest in Israeli history bringing some 800,000 mourners out onto
the streets of Jerusalem. In a sermon Yosef once declared:

“Goyim were born only to serve us. Without that, they have no place in the world; only to serve the People of Israel,”

He also said the following:

“Why are gentiles needed? They will work, they will plow, they will reap. We will sit like an effendi and eat”

“With gentiles, it will be like any person: They need to die, but God will give them longevity. Why? Imagine that one’s donkey would die, they’d lose their money. This is his servant. That’s why he gets a long life, to work well for this Jew”

Such supremacist beliefs within Judaism give an insight into the thinking of the Cabalists who operate at the top of the religion and who are seeking to bring about the fulfilment of Jewish prophesies in which the Goyim (non-Jews) become a subordinate slave class. In his book on Judaism, From Yahweh to Zion, researcher, Laurent Guyenot, writes of the prophesies of Isaiah which speak of a time when all nations will be subservient to Zion and Jews will be regarded as “priests of Yahweh” and “ministers of our God” (Isaiah 61:6). He explains:

The prophetic dream of Israel—nightmare of the nations—is very clearly a supremacist and imperial project. There is indeed, in Isaiah, the hope of world peace, when the peoples of the earth “will hammer their swords into ploughshares and their spears into sickles. Nation will not lift sword against nation, no longer will they learn how to make war” (Isaiah 2:4). But that day will only come when all nations pay homage to Zion. In those glorious days, says Yahweh to his people in Second Isaiah, kings “will fall prostrate before you, faces to the ground, and lick the dust at your feet,” whereas Israel’s oppressors will “eat their own flesh [and] will be as drunk on their own blood” (49:23–26); “For the nation and kingdom that will not serve you will perish, and the nations will be utterly destroyed” (60:12); “Strangers will come forward to feed your flocks, foreigners be your ploughmen and vinedressers; but you will be called ‘priests of Yahweh’ and be addressed as ‘ministers of our God.’ You will feed on the wealth of nations, you will
supplant them in their glory” (61:5–6); “You will suck the milk of nations, you will suck the wealth of kings” (60:16). [PDF p47]

The first Prime Minister of Israel, David Ben-Gurion, stated during an interview that in the future Jerusalem would house the “supreme court of mankind” in-line with the Isaiah prophesy. Speaking in 1962 he said:

“With the exception of the USSR as a federated Eurasian state, all other continents will become united in a world alliance, at whose disposal will be an international police force. All armies will be abolished, and there will be no more wars.... In Jerusalem, the United Nations (a truly United Nations) will build a Shrine of the Prophets to serve the federated union of all continents; this will be the seat of the Supreme Court of Mankind, to settle all controversies among the federated continents, as prophesied by Isaiah.”

In 1992 a lavish Supreme Court building was erected in Jerusalem paid for by the Rothschild banking family which featured much occult symbolism including a pyramid on the roof (See the Vigilant Citizen article, Sinister Sites: Israel’s Supreme Court for more on that).

![Figure 24: Israel's Supreme Court pyramid](image)

So the rainbow represents the messianic agenda of the Cabalist Solar Cult. It represents their vision of redemption, i.e. the coming of the Moshiach and world rule from Zion. The rainbow manifests in Freemasonry as the arch.
There is also a freemasonic organization for young women called *The International Order of the Rainbow for Girls*, the logo of which features an arch, rainbow colours, a pyramid and a masonic handshake:
Researcher and Author, Juri Lina, in his book on Freemasonry, *Architects Of Deception*, writes:

*The Old Testament is the basis of the masonic rituals. The American masonic cabbalist Albert Pike stated: "All real masonic lodges owe their secrets and symbols to the Cabbala. Only the Cabbala confirms the union between the common and the heavenly world. It is the key to the present, the past, and the coming." As the leader of world freemasonry Pike knew what he was talking about.* [PDF p110]

He goes on to explain:

*Masonic leaders have often brought in rabbis to correctly interpret the symbols of freemasonry and cabbalist mysticism in order to initiate the higher-ranking brothers in an elitist religious doctrine.* [PDF 111]

Later he points out:

*The freemasons whole-heartedly believe that certain magic phenomena help them to manipulate humanity. If freemasons did not blindly believe this, they would never be permitted to rise in the ranks. This is odd, considering that the freemasons claim to be rationalists whose highest ideal is reason.* [PDF 113]

We’ve seen that Lucifer means *Light-bearer* and that light seems to have importance to the Solar Cult. At the beginning of the UK’s coronavirus lockdown the UK tabloid *The Sun* (note the name) ran a front page featuring medical workers under a rainbow with the headline “*On The Side of The Angels*”. In *mythology* Lucifer and his cohorts are known as the ‘Fallen Angels.’ We might want to ask whether there is something symbolic going on here. Who, or what, is the public really being asked to clap for? We know that the rainbow has a different meaning to that which is presented to us in the mainstream, could the clapping ritual have a secret meaning too?
The Aquarian Age:

As I have pointed out, the cabalist belief system is largely astrological and therefore events of astrological significance are of great importance to them. We are currently living in a time where the sun is transitioning from the old age of Pisces (two fishes) into the age of Aquarius (the water-bearer) and this has much to do with why certain things are happening now.

It is not only Judaism which I believe to be a creation of the Solar Cult but also Christianity. This, I suspect, was done to gain power in new territories and smash the many different cultures that existed at the time – especially in Europe - in order to bring them under one umbrella with one singular view of the world and of history. The evidence that Christianity is a solar religion in disguise is overwhelming and Jesus is a clear stand-in for the sun.
But Christianity always had an inbuilt expiration date and the clue is in the astrological symbolism, it is a religion for the age of Pisces, hence it involved much fish symbolism. One Christian website explains:

The Greek word for fish is "ichthys." As early as the first century, Christians made an acrostic from this word: Iesous Christos Theou Yios Soter, i.e. Jesus Christ, Son of God, Savior. The fish has plenty of other theological overtones as well, for Christ fed the 5,000 with 2 fishes and 5 loaves (a meal recapitulated in Christian love-feasts) and called his disciples "fishers of men." Water baptism, practiced by immersion in the early church, created a parallel between fish and converts. Second-century theologian Tertullian put it this way: "we, little fishes, after the image of our Ichthys, Jesus Christ, are born in the water."

In Luke 22:10 we find that this expiry date for Christianity was encoded into the Jesus story in form of the last supper, i.e. the eve of Christ’s demise, which takes place in the house of a man carrying a water jar (Aquarius). When asked where the gathering is to take place Jesus (the Sun) tells his disciples:

"As you enter the city, a man carrying a jar of water will meet you. Follow
him to the house that he enters”

In other words, Christianity’s time will be up when the Sun (Jesus) enters into the astrological house of Aquarius (the man with the water jar).

In his book, *Matrix of Power: How The World Has Been Controlled by Powerful People Without Your Knowledge*, researcher into religions and secret societies, Jordan Maxwell explains:

*The old age of Pisces, or the old age of the fishes, when God’s son feeds his people with the two fishes, is a little over two thousand years old in length. Each one of the constellations is two thousand years in length, in the astrological scheme of things. So, the constellation of Pisces began about two thousand years ago, with the rule of Rome. And Rome was said to have ruled under the sign of Pisces, the two fishes, and that is why we get the idea that God’s son fed the people with the two fishes. The closing of this age also signifies why the “New World Order” is taking power from the “Old World,” or Rome, at the end of this Piscean age.* [p 48]

He goes on to explain:

... the Bible is filled with astrology. It is not known for astrology, and that is what we have to qualify. Once you look at it differently, the symbolism becomes obvious and it is all over the place. The Bible writers knew exactly what they were doing. [p 50]

In the book, *That Old Time Religion*, Jordan Maxwell covers the many solar attributes of Jesus and makes an observation which may be of symbolic significance given the current coronavirus situation. He writes:

*And of course “God’s Sun” goes to His death wearing a “corona” – Latin for “CROWN OF THORNS.”* [emphasis in the original text][p 39]

One interesting tidbit picked up on by conspiracy researchers is that the published genome for Covid-19 ended with the letter A repeated 33 times. 33 is the highest degree in Freemasonry and, as already mentioned, the motto of the 33rd degree is ‘Ordo Ab Chao’ (Order Out of Chaos). Maxwell writes of the significance of the number 33 in astrological terms:
The Sun enters each heavenly Sign or House of the Zodiac in what is called the 30th degree and leaves in the 33rd degree. Thus, God’s Sun is said by the ancients to begin his ministry at 30 and dies at 33. This is why the highest degree in Freemasonry is the 33rd – for no one can rise higher than the Sun. [emphasis in the original text] [p 45]

**The Noahide Religion:**

So if the Solar Cult now intends to wrap up Christianity in order to ring in the New Age, what might their vision for the Age of Aquarius be? In all likelihood it will be the imposition of the Noahide religion, based on the Seven Laws of Noah. This religion is already in existence and is currently being cultivated and promoted by Chabad Lubavich and other Zionist groups. Noahidism seeks to instil a belief within non-Jews that Jews are a spiritually superior race in-line with the “chosen people” idea and the prophesies of Isaiah which speak of Jews being regarded as “priests of Yahweh” and “ministers of our God.” Wikipedia explains:

Noahidism or Noachidism is a monotheistic belief system. A branch of Judaism, it is based upon the Seven Laws of Noah and their traditional interpretations within Rabbinic Judaism. According to the Jewish law, non-Jews (Gentiles) are not obligated to convert to Judaism, but they are required to observe the Seven Laws of Noah to be assured of a place in the World to Come (Olam Ha-Ba), the final reward of the righteous.

Wikipedia states of the Noahide Laws:

The Seven Laws of Noah, also referred to as the Noahide Laws or the Noachide Laws (from the Hebrew pronunciation of "Noah"), are a set of imperatives which, according to the Talmud, were given by God as a binding set of laws for the "children of Noah" – that is, all of humanity.

The Seven Laws of Noah include prohibitions against worshipping idols, cursing God, murder, adultery and sexual immorality, theft, eating flesh torn from a living animal, as well as the obligation to establish courts of justice.

The Haaretz article, *The Messianic Zionist Religion Whose Believers Worship Judaism (But Can’t Practice It)* explains:
But who are these Noahides? They are members of a new religion, subordinate to Judaism, founded by rabbis from Israel, mainly from Chabad and the religious Zionist movement. According to the World Center, there are dozens of Noahide communities across the world, with more than 20,000 believers. That’s a hefty number, given that the religion was only founded at the beginning of the decade. Small Noahide communities exist in various countries, with the largest one in the Philippines.

The article goes on to explain:

It’s a form of Zionist mission, which seeks to create a world religion whose believers adore the Jewish people and the State of Israel – without belonging to either. The believers are required to accept the supremacy of Judaism but are not accepted into the Jewish people and are even barred from upholding such commandments as Sabbath observance. Anyone who wishes to be a Noahide is called upon mainly to recognize the Jewish people and its state.

The article quotes one Noahide follower who tells a Jewish researcher visiting his Filipino community:

“You are very lucky because you are white, and white people are rulers of the earth. But you are also a Jew. You are very gifted because you have blood from the Chosen people, from Abraham and Isaac.”

The article explains that the leader of the community:

...is the Noahide preacher Emmanuel Villegas. For years he visited poor communities on various islands and converted them to the Children of Noah. He called on them to renounce Christianity and to burn their holy books – though not before cutting out the Tetragrammaton (God’s Hebrew name) from the texts.

It only gets worse... the article continues:

In his sermons, Villegas explains why his community is forbidden to uphold Jewish commandments, and dwells on the essence of the difference between Noahides and Jews. Jews, he says, possess an inner sanctity that draws them close to a divine level: “The Jew has five levels of soul while the Noahide only has three levels and remains on an animalistic level, and this is written in the
Kabbalah.”

Noahides are incapable of reaching the level of the Jews, but they can learn how to improve themselves by way of the seven commandments.

The article explains that the Noahide Project is supported by the Temple Institute, a group which seeks the building of the Third Temple in Jerusalem which ties in with the coming of the Moshiach. The article explains:

In the view of the institute’s rabbis, the gentiles’ upholding of the Seven Laws is an important stage in the messianic process at the height of which the temple will be built and Israel will become a theocracy that will gain the gentiles’ support.

Most disturbing of all is the symbol for Noahidism which is... you guessed it... the rainbow. The image below comes from the Wikipedia page for the Seven Laws of Noah and the caption reads:

The rainbow is the unofficial symbol of Noahidism, recalling the Genesis flood narrative in which a rainbow appears to Noah after the Great Flood, indicating that God would not flood the planet and destroy all life again.

And the next image is what you find on the Wikipedia page for Noahidism.
The fact that Noahidism has its roots in the story of Noah and the flood is also interesting in terms of Aquarian symbolism. A common depiction of Aquarius is of a man pouring water downwards towards the ground, just as ‘God’ is said to have poured down water onto the earth. This does seem to give the story an Aquarian flavour and strongly hints at the possibility that this agenda for our current time was all planned long ago when the flood story was placed into the bible. The heavens are essentially a calendar to the cabalist astrologers who organise their activities and projects according to events taking place in the sky – and the shifting of the ages is one of the big ones and is why the New World Order is being brought in at this time.
The Noahide Laws themselves appear rather conservative, and some might even say somewhat moral in the traditional sense, but what should be kept in mind is that the Cabalists always give their creations a moral veneer. It’s the only way to sell them to the masses who are not psychopathic like they are. We saw this with both Judaism and Christianity. But despite what values those religions espoused they were still created as forms of enslavement designed to give an elite few at the top control over the minds of the many. In the case of Noahidism we see how it is rooted in supremacism with the Noahides as second class citizens. And if history is anything to go by the elites have no intention of living up to the values they will demand of others. We actually get an indication of this with the Sabbatean movement which interpreted passages in the Jewish Talmud as freeing Jews from holy obligations in the Messianic time. Wikipedia states on its page about Sabbatai Zevi:

*Probably with his consent, Sabbatai’s adherents planned to abolish many of the ritualistic observances because, according to a minority opinion in the Talmud, in the Messianic time there would no longer be holy obligations.*
The Frankist movement also discarded the moral aspects of Judaism and promoted the transgression of all moral boundaries. Wikipedia states:

Frankism was a Sabbatean Jewish religious movement of the 18th and 19th centuries, centered on the leadership of the Jewish Messiah claimant Jacob Frank, who lived from 1726 to 1791. Frank rejected religious norms, and said his followers were obligated to transgress as many moral boundaries as possible. At its height it claimed perhaps 500,000 followers, primarily Jews living in Poland and other parts of Eastern Europe.

The basic ideology of the Sabbateans and Frankists was to bring about redemption through acts of sin, believing that the more sin there was in the world the sooner their God would intervene to lead them to the Promised Land. But the fact that the followers of these movements believed that the arrival of the Messiah (in the form of Zevi and later Frank) meant that they could behave as they wished is concerning. Could it be that when the Moshiach is installed only the Noahides will be forced to submit to the Noahide laws while the cabalist elite themselves will be free to behave as they like using some Talmudic get-out-clause for Jews? This would amount to the ultimate Satanic inversion where instead of those living morally looking down on those who act immorally, the moral would be expected to look up to – and even worship – the immoral. This would legitimise satanic behaviour among the elites, framing it as some sort of divine privilege of their chosen status.

Signs of hypocrisy can already be seen in the fact that one of the ‘seven laws’ forbids eating the flesh of animals, giving the impression of some sort of underlying appreciation for all living things, and yet, according to the prophesies the Moshiach will reintroduce animal sacrifices in the Jerusalem Temple. So already there’s something not quite right about all this.

Note: The cabalist elites will have always behaved in an immoral and satanic manner. I don’t think for one moment that they have ever adhered to any set of rules regarding morality. It is my belief that Zevi and Frank were probably front-men for those higher up the cabalist heirarchy and their role was to run cults that would indoctrinate Jews into beliefs which would aid in the conspiracy going forward, creating a useful network of operatives.
One movie which depicted the kind of debauched behaviour that the elites like to engage in is the 1999 Stanley Kubrick film  *Eyes Wide Shut* which starred Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman. The movie is essentially about a group of elites who engage in masked sex orgies and murder. Interestingly there was much rainbow symbolism in the film. In his article, *The Hidden Messages in “Eyes Wide Shut”* the researcher who goes by the name Vigilant Citizen writes:

Stanley Kubrick unexpectedly died only five days after submitting the final cut of the movie to Warner Bros, making *Eyes Wide Shut* his swan song. Considering the fact that *Eyes Wide Shut* is about an occult secret society that eliminates those who cross its path, some theories arose about Kubrick’s death and its suspicious nature. Did he reveal to the public too much, too soon? Maybe.

He goes on to point out that "Rainbows and multicolored lights appear throughout the movie, from the beginning to the end" and explains:

*The name of the store where Bill [Tom Cruise] rents his costume is called “Rainbow”. The name of the store under it: “Under the Rainbow”. Kubrick is trying to tell us something...Something involving rainbows.*

![Figure 32: Rainbow imagery in Eyes Wide Shut](image)

It is likely that the the Aquarian age will have a strong environmental and nature worship element to it, much like we already associate with the tree-hugging New Age movement. We already see the emergence of this with the *climate change agenda* and its mantra of “Sustainable Development.” The promotion of veganism and the demonization of the meat industry forms a
major part of the climate change hysteria and likely ties into the Noahide law forbidding the consumption of animal flesh. In *Covid-19 Plan-demic* I mentioned the mysterious monument known as the Georgia Guidestones which seems to be a Freemasonic/Rosicrucian secret society manifesto calling for a new world with a severely reduced population and a heavy emphasis on environmentalism, eugenics and socialistic ideas. A good article on this is Vigilant Citizen’s, *Sinister Sites: The Georgia Guidestones* in which he explains:

*The Georgia Guidestones is a mysterious monument on which are carved ten “commandments” for a “New Age of Reason”. The first commandment? Maintaining the world population under 500 million people. Another sinister fact: the authors of what we now call the American Stonehenge are still a “mystery”... except for those in the know. We will look at the numerous features of this monument, its message calling for a New World Order and explain how it is the work of an occult secret society.*

He goes on to explain:

*The most astonishing detail of the monument is however not its size but the message engraved on it: Ten rules for an “Age of Reason”. These guides touch upon subjects that are associated with the “New World Order”, including massive depopulation, a single world government, the introduction of a new type of spirituality, etc. The authors of those rules have requested to remain totally anonymous and, until now, their anonymity has been duly preserved. However, this mysterious group left a text explaining the reasoning behind the rules, a text that was not discussed online before. With this new information, the purpose behind the Guidestones becomes very clear, leaving little room for hypotheses. The Guidestones describe the ideal world, as envisioned by occult Secret Societies. The monument is, therefore, proof of an existing link between secret societies, the world elite and the push for a New World Order.*
Seemingly tied into this New Age philosophy are a set of murals put on display at Denver International Airport in 1995 which seem to depict a world fallen into apocalyptic chaos out of which comes a new age of peace and harmony with nature that also has a very globalist and multicultural ethos to it. Unsurprisingly we find that the rainbow is very prominent in the images as you can see below.
Figure 34: A world in chaos featuring a rainbow
Figure 35: Children of all colours and creeds celebrate peace under the rainbow
Some Thoughts on How Things Might Play Out:

I’m going to wrap up by theorizing a little bit on how things may play out regarding the Moshiach. These are just some ideas and I am only shooting the breeze here. In Covid-19 Plan-demic I mentioned the Christian Book of Revelation which is the last book of the Christian New Testament and gives us the end-times narrative of the Apocalypse, the rise of the ‘false Prophet’ and the ‘Beast’ (Anti-Christ), and their eventual defeat at the hands of Jesus Christ during the Second Coming. In a podcast interview researcher, David Livingsone, expressed his view that the Book of Revelation is a kabbalistic text. When asked if he thinks the elites believe in the prophesies of Revelation he stated:

“I actually believe that they are deliberately trying to fulfill the Book Of Revelations, not because they believe it’s a Christian book but because they know it’s a Kabbalistic book.”

I pointed out in Covid-19 Plan-demic that the Moshiach is analogous to an
Anti-Christ figure as he is a man who rises to become the ruler of the whole earth. I suggested the possibility that the Solar Cult may even stage a second coming of Christ and that ultimately this figure may become their ruling “solar king.” But there is a scenario that I failed to consider in that previous post, one which I feel could possibly play out as it essentially would allow the Luciferians to merge their Moshiach and the Second Coming of Christ into one and the same individual.

There has long been a theory out there, largely espoused by Protestantism, that the Anti-Christ arrived long ago and is, in fact, not an individual but is the institution of the Papacy itself. The idea is essentially that the Church of Rome is a false church which has hijacked Jesus’ true ministry and that the institution is therefore a counterfeit version of Christianity representing Satan’s power on Earth. This belief is understandable given that the Roman Church is run by agents of the Luciferian Cult. But what if the proponents of this theory are playing into the hands of the controllers? Should the Luciferians achieve their goal of installing a world leader into power in Jerusalem, and if this Moshiach was to propagate this “Papacy/Anti-Christ” idea and garner wide acceptance of it - perhaps by producing proof of Satanism at the top of the Vatican heirarchy - he may well succeed in convincing the world that he is the true Christ who has come to overthrow the Beast. In this scenario Jews accept him as the Messiah because his arrival and the rebuilding of the Jerusalem Temple fulfils their prophesies, and Christians will accept him as the second coming of their Christ. They will also be overjoyed that the Jews have now accepted their Christ figure and have therefore been “redeemed” and can now take their rightful place as God’s “chosen people.” The Moshiach could then institute the Noahide religion with little resistance from the Christian world.

Christian Zionists would probably fall for such a deception hook, line and sinker, especially if their leading preachers were to get behind it. The protestant Evangelical movement – what is of often described as Christian Zionism – is a creation of the Cabalist elite and a key figure was Cyrus Schofield who was funded by the elites to produce the Schofield Bible. This version of the bible included notations by Schofield designed to instil within the reader an extremely pro-Zionist world view and to propagate the
“chosen people” idea and the holiness of Israel. This movement is large and widespread, especially in the United States. Such evangelicals would be easy pray for a deception like the one I just described and so may many other Protestant branches of Christianity. The main problem would be Catholics, but if, as I say, proof were to be produced of Satanism at the top of the Roman Church then this would serve to convince many Catholics that they have been deceived and that the true Messiah had arrived to show them the way. Those in the conspiracy research field who have been exposing the Roman Church as a Luciferian/Satanic institution, although well intentioned, may actually be helping to lay the groundwork for this long planned collapse of the Church and it’s replacement by the Aquarian age Noahide system.

Another possibility for how a Revelations scenario could play out is that the rise to power of the Moshiach is but a prelude to a staged Second Coming of Christ. Should the Moshiach begin to act in tyrannical ways that fit with the Christian idea of an Anti-Christ we may see another figure enter the picture who exposes the Moshiach as a Satanic imposter and proceeds to declare himself to be the true Moshiach as well as the return of the Christian Messiah. Christians would certainly accept this as it fits their prophesy of Christ returning to defeat the Anti-Christ and Jews could be brought on board with the promise to elevate them to their “rightful place” as the “chosen ones.” Once again the Noahide religion gets implemented and the Luciferian Cabalistic elite at the top of Judaism become the rulers of the world through their newly installed Messiah.

In Matthew 24:3 Jesus’s disciples specifically refer to his return “at the end of the world.” The passage reads:

And as he sat upon the mount of Olives, the disciples came unto him privately, saying, Tell us, when shall these things be? and what shall be the sign of your coming, and of the end of the world? [King James Bible]

In Matthew 28:20 Jesus says:

Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you: and, lo, I am with you always, even unto the end of the world. Amen. [King James Bible]
In the book, *That Old Time Religion*, Jordan Maxwell explains that the word “world” should actually read “age,” as in ‘astrological age’. He explains:

Anyone familiar with modern-day Christianity must surely know we are said to be living in the “Last Days.” This teaching is, in part, based on the idea expressed in Matthew 28:20 of the King James Bible. Where God’s Sun says, “I will be with you even to the end of the world.” *End of the World*??!! Yet another simple mistranslation to clarify with proper understanding of the actual words used. This “end of the world” is translated differently in various Bibles. Some say “End of Time,” “End of Days,” and still others say “Conclusion of this system of things.” So what does all this talk of the “End Times/Last Days” really mean?

Here is the simple answer. When the scriptures speak of “the end of the world,” the actual word used is not, I repeat, *not* end of the world. The actual word in Greek is “Aeon,” which, when correctly translated, means “Age,” that’s spelled A-G-E! [emphasis in the original text] [p 44]

He goes on to point out:

Yes, we are in the last days of the old “Age of Pisces.” Soon, God’s Sun will come again into His New Kingdom Or “New Age” of Aquarius (man with the water pitcher – Luke 22:10)

**THAT’S RIGHT, “THE NEW AEON” ... “THE NEW AGE!”**

*This is the theme of the Bible – God’s Sun and his coming Kingdom/AGE. “THE NEW AGE OF AQUARIUS.”* [emphasis in the original text] [p 45]

Could it be that the Age of Aquarius will bring with it a reboot of the Christ figure? Will the Cabalists try and convince the world that their Moshiach fulfils the dual role of both Christ and the prophesised Jewish Messiah, or could they actually use the Moshiach to fulfil the Anti-Christ role before a ‘Second Coming of Christ’ event seals the deal? Who knows, but either way the end result is probably Noahisidm. Perhaps the Moshiach will simply come to power, purge all opposition and rule forever more, leaving the final act of Revelation unfulfilled.

So how might the elites get their Moshiach into a position of world power in
the first place? Chances are he will be a fixer, someone who leads the world out of chaos in some way. It’s probably the only way it could work. No doubt the elites have a script ready and waiting to be played out.

**Conclusion:**

While many like to think that they live in a secular world where religion and mystical thinking are rapidly declining influences, dig beneath the surface and you find that nothing could be further from the truth. A cabalist cult, often hiding behind religion and secret societies, has been the dominant force in world history for thousands of years and still is today. In recent centuries this cult has actually propagated atheistic, materialist, and secular ideas as a means of weakening the grip of religion over many people’s minds in preparation for the coming Aquarian age. Ideally they want a substantial segment of the population to reject spirituality at the level of intellect, and yet still crave it emotionally, so that it can be sold back to them later in a new form. The promotion of atheistic beliefs has aided in this and has also served to shield the elites from being discovered as those who don’t entertain esoteric and mystical ideas generally find it difficult to accept that those at the top of their increasingly secular societies might be working to an esoteric agenda. It is this mental hurdle that people need to get over if they are ever to wake up and spot the manipulation. People in positions of power may appear to be one thing when in fact are something completely different.

Whilst Judaism serves as a key vehicle through which the Cabalists operate it needs to be pointed out that the cabalist conspiracy extends out far beyond Judaism, which was simply the first mask they created for themselves. Ultimately at its core the conspiracy will be being executed by certain cabalist families, probably tracing their descent to the peoples that history refers to as the tribes of Israel. Throughout the millennia these families will have taken on different guises such as catholic, protestant, secular etc. and many will work through Freemasonry and other occult secret societies. Of course, when the time comes for the introduction of Noahidism - and it therefore becomes advantageous to be an Israelite - they will be only too eager to provide the evidence of their heritage and take up their position as chosenites lording it over the lowly Noahides.
The rainbow is a symbol of the cabalist agenda (which they would call ‘redemption’), the end-game of which is to create a caste system based on “spiritually superior” masters at the top and slaves at the bottom who have no way of improving their lot in life because they don’t have the correct genes or the correct soul. This has been the desire of many a psychopathic tyrant throughout history; to be not only followed but worshipped as a god-like being. The Cabalistic elite have been working for millennia to achieve this exact scenario on a global scale.

The Covid-19 pandemic is an engineered crisis designed not just to fulfil some of the criteria required for the coming of the Moshiach, but also to function as a psychological processing of the global populace. What we are witnessing is a ‘slave training’ exercise with the aim of making the public adjust to a “new normal” and to do as they are told by the current crop of “superior beings” known as “scientists.”

Another required condition for the the arrival of the Moshiach seems to be war, so we ought to be very wary of the blame game which seems to be playing out between China and the USA over culpability for the outbreak. The blame for Covid-19 lies with the Cabalists and their agents, not with any one country. Attempts to convince the public of the guilt of a particular nation is little more than a psychodrama and a scripted narrative which could, if we’re not vigilant, be leveraged by the elite to incite a war situation.

Whilst this post has dealt with some heavy themes it is, unfortunately, necessary to deal with these subject matters. It is important that people begin to see through the propaganda and illusions that have been fed to us our whole lives. It is time to pull our heads out of the sand as we are fast running out of time to take control and change course. If people fail to wake up, snap out of their trance, and get down to the urgent business of calling out the evilarchy that runs our world, then the future is going to be as dark and dystopian as it gets.

I’ll finish now with a couple of short clips from the movie They Live which excellently illustrate humanity’s current predicament. If you’ve read this far I thank you for your time and hope that you appreciate that I am only summarising and that there is much more to the story. Hopefully this piece
will serve as a springboard to further research into these matters. And if you think it is all just paranoid nonsense well... at least you read it and I hope you turn out to be correct.

“Perched on top of us from birth to death are our owners”:
https://youtu.be/gWx7Jc7lNLc

“We are living in an artificially induced state of consciousness that resembles sleep”:
https://youtu.be/1V-4JHT2q3w

For more on Covid-19 please see my coronavirus page:
https://infohubblogger.wordpress.com/coronavirus/